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Experience an all-new old adventure! Fight your way through hordes of strange, silly, and scary monsters! Explore the caves,
castles, and dungeons of an ancient evil! Meet 5d3b920ae0
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Completed the whole game,its great,nostalgic. Fun to play and just fun to watch all the conversation and sillyness lol Minecraft
chapter was pretty cool with all the game self-awareness hahaha Definitely recommend! Onward to see the continuation of this
story.. This game is a lot of fun and brings back the days of Dragon Quest. I would give it a 10/10. Pros Great fun ok graphics.
easy to pick up. Plays well with a gamepad. Can capture monsters and use them in your group. Only they dont level up
disappointing. Awesome Game just completed all the chapters in 11 hours flat short but loads of fun. Probably coulb beat it
faster but enjoyed every minute a must buy Cons Hero is bald!!! yuck!! With out the latest patch the game minimizes to the task
bar but does not shut down semi annoying with patch it seems to be ok. Lame attempt at humor. If you are looking for humor
than get Doom and Destiny. You notice the extreme lack at attempted humor when the first monsters you fight are Biggs, and
Wedge?????? FFVI????? so lame and it only gets worse if you can get around that it is worth every penny Loads of fun.. real
fun game, i love playing turn based rpg's like this, def recommend it if you're into this genre. This is yet another retro-pixel 8 bit
game with a few notable differences. It doesn't seem to have been made with the terrible RPG-Maker engine which does make
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the game slightly more appealing. It's written slightly better (but not that great) than most retro JRPGs trying to cash in on the
success of Final Fantasy. Regardless, this is still just a cash grab driven by nostalgia, the graphics are very lazy retro-pixel (it's
2018 now, let pixel graphics die). I would give this 5/10 for not being a rubber stamp RPG-Maker game, but it's still completely
derivative. Go play Final Fantasy if you want this kind of retro experience.. Really enjoy this game. It is fairly short but is
highly amusing. It feels very similar to early dragon quest/warrior games. It goes on sale fairly often and you can get it crazy
cheap. I recommend picking this one up and if you like it grab the 2nd part too.
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